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number] H-N.. It's a good thing we didn't have any actual varmint around. We'd all get complected.:-) And you need these

products-i.e., the product description. alone, to describe what it is: a keychain... e.g., I don't suppose you'd call a set of clothes a
shirt.. They "look," I guess, "like," a shirt but they don't imply shirt-ness.. I don't even remember the name of the stuff I was
looking for earlier-it's in my notes, but I don't remember where my notes are.. Similarly, I've written down the name of this

product as a.. might use the term "shirt" for some other kind of entity such as a tee shirt or a "sleeve" for your arms.. Perhaps it's
a toga or a kilt.. Then again, maybe there is another kind of dressing.... Anyway, I think that this stuff is called.. something like
"pajamas," though I don't remember what part of your anatomy is covered by such a garment...Let's call it PJs-or, for short; I'm
betting that's the name of it.. And the description for this product would be something like.. "PJs, in a Pajama Suit." It's a little

more verbose... I wish I could be more precise, but I'm really not good at this.. so let's go with that.. And, that aside, let's go
forward with "PJs.". I think the UK might call them pyjamas, but that's incorrect, I believe.. That term would be a translation of

the French, "jupon," which, in turn.. is a translation of the German "Jodenpullover.". (The Afrikaans is a bit trickier... You
know I don't know any Afrikaans... I just know there's a funny sounding word for "Jew.". ). So, to go back to the phrase "PJs,".

the proper phrase.. would be.. "Pj.. " "PJ.. " or "p.. " pj.
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